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Meet OneTo11
OneTo11 is “India’s first Social
Networking mobile fantasy
sports application”. Unlike other
fantasy sports apps where
earning is uni-dimensional only
through “winning contests”.
OneTo11 features 3 dimensional
earning options for users Contest Winnings, Network
Commission & Referral income.
Multiple contests to create
multiple teams creates
opportunities to win really big
(mega contests).
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The Idea
Fantasy sports became one
of the biggest trends over the
last few years in India. The
founding team of OneTo11 was
closely monitoring the growth
of fantasy sports and its
underlying factors. India is
home to the most economical
internet connectivity and
smartphone devices on the
planet, making it possible for
masses to participate in
online phenomenons. Thus
the OneTo11 founding team
decided to make a
proprietary fantasy sports
application of their own to
capitalize on the opportunity.
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The
Challenge

OneTo11 founders knew that they
were in a race against time. There
were already multiple fantasy sports
applications in the market..
Developing a fantasy gaming app
takes usually 1 to 1.5 years excluding 3
to 4 months of research. Founders
knew the urgency of developing the
app since, everyday a new fantasy
gaming app was hitting the market.
The competition was increasing
every second and just being a
spectator was not a choice. However,
the manpower and management
available to the OneTo11 team was
never going to be enough as the
target was to get the app ready in
just 3 months.
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The
Collaboration

One of the founders, Ravinder,
discussed the idea of getting
professional help for the development
of application. But external help meant
doubling the expenses which the
OneTo11 couldn’t bear at the time and
neither did they want to give up too
much equity at the time. The founders
had heard of Evan Luthra and his
StartupStudio program. They felt that
Evan’s vast experience of multiple app
developments can be of help but were
not comfortable sharing the idea and
equity. Once they approached Evan he
happily signed the Confidentiality
agreement and also agreed to join
forces for minimal equity as he
believed in the vision of OneTo11.
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Joining
Forces
Evan shared the idea with his team
of Startup Studio. The research
team worked double shifts and
prepared the blueprint from scratch
within 10 days. The idea of 2 teams
working together enhanced the
productivity at various ends like
designing, operation, marketing &
research. The combined strength of
the team was now over 100, the
project started moving at
lightspeed. Clearly, the idea was to
work continuously day and night.
StartupStudio and OneTo11 teams
divided the workload so that each
team-member can contribute as
per their strength thus design,
development, testing and
marketing was all being done in
perfect harmony.
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The
Perfect Launch

In just the 12 weeks time, OneTo11 app
was launched in the market, during
one of the major sports events In
India. The StartupStudio marketing
team helped to market the app using
Evan’s Instagram profile and various
PR channels. As projected by experts,
OneTo11 crossed 100,000 users in just
1 month after the launch. Because the
joint team was able to develop the
app in a very short time they saved
almost 45% of cost. The idea of giving
networking benefits to its users,
clicked perfectly and added a
major chunk of users every month.
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The
Success

The OneTo11 app became a
Success Story within 3 months
of launch as their market
valuation was estimated to
be around 8 million. Despite
cut-throat competition and
launching late in the Indian
market OneTo11 ended up
generating over half a million
dollars in revenue within the
first 3 months of launch and
aggregated over 250,000
users.
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Conclusion
The example of OneTo11 showcased that a joint
effort of good teams coming together can yield
better results than expected. StartupStudio after
OneTo11 has started onboarding international
projects with their own teams to develop and
scale projects faster and reducing cost along
with Time To Market.
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